We study tracking and disturbance rejection for a class of MIMO nonlinear systems, with a linear proportional plus integral (PI) In this paper we study tracking and disturbance rejection for a class of nonlinear MIMO unity feedback systems, namely the system l S ( N , E I t K ) consisting of the given nonlinear plant N and the linear proportional plus (PI) compensator -1 + K (see Fig. 1 ) and, in the discrete time case, the system ' S ( N D , -I + K ) with the compensator of proportional plus sum type.
I. INTRODUCl'ION I. 1. hformal discussion of results
In this paper we study tracking and disturbance rejection for a class of nonlinear MIMO unity feedback systems, namely the system l S ( N , E I t K ) consisting of the given nonlinear plant N and the linear proportional plus (PI) compensator -1 + K (see Fig. 1 ) and, in the discrete time case, the system ' S ( N D , -I + K ) with the compensator of proportional plus sum type.
The main results are t + z ( t ,to ,to , e z ( . ) )
There is a C1-function g
The m a h 0 g :
There is a constant 4 such that V Z 2 2 E R".
There is a constant 4 such that already apparent in the proof of Theorem 2 below.
Theorem 2
Given that the nonlinear plant as a globally exponentially stable equilibrium point.
Remarks: A key feature of our proof of Theorem 2 is that we rely on direct estimates based on the assumptions. In particular we avoid the use of singular perturbation techniques used by Desoer and Lin in the proof of a parallel result.
III. THE DI!XREIX TIME CASE

III. 1. Assumptions on the nonlinear plant ND
Consider the system 'S(ND, -I + K ) of ~i g .
2.
We assume that the nonlinear plant ND can he described by the following equations Remarks. An analog t o Theorem 2 underlies the proof of the above theorem. However, the estimates required are somewhat different. The results have not appeared before in the literature.
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